Join Radboud Summer School 2019!

Discover the Netherlands: Trips to Amsterdam, Utrecht & Nijmegen

change perspective

Radboud University
Discover the Netherlands: trips to Amsterdam, Utrecht & Nijmegen

Do you want to get to know what Dutch culture entails? Then this is the right course for you! In five days, we will not only tell you about the Dutch traditions, holidays, food and history, you can also experience it yourself!

Join us on a professional city tour in Nijmegen, where you will discover the oldest city of the Netherlands, learn about its rich history, the impact of WWII and visit the most beautiful spots in our city. After this, you will explore Nijmegen more by a city rally. In a competition you will find some specific spots and complete some typical Dutch tasks. We will also visit a windmill, a real Dutch heritage! Next to exploring the city, you will encounter our culture by tasting the Dutch cuisine, learning about our language in a workshop and playing traditional Dutch games. You can get a real Dutch experience by going to the riverside of Nijmegen and celebrate Sinterklaas, a famous Dutch tradition. Moreover, you will also learn how to ride a bike in the Netherlands and after this we will have a nice biking tour in the charming area.

Furthermore, we will visit Amsterdam and Utrecht, two beautiful cities in the Netherlands, where you will see all the highlights, climb the highest church tower, and cruise through the famous canals. You will learn and see everything about the history and architecture of both cities, and see the impact WWII had on them. Especially, the famous Anne Frank museum is worth a visit to see how the Jewish population suffered during the war.

After these five days, you will understand what it means to be a true Dutchie!

**After this course you are able to**
- Reiterate facts about the Dutch culture: the Dutch history, the Dutch cuisine and Dutch traditions
- Ride a bike, and think back on your own cycling experience
- Find your way in Nijmegen, Utrecht and Amsterdam
- Speak some basic sentences in Dutch

**Course leader**
Hannah Voor, AEGEE-Nijmegen
**Entry level**
Bachelor and Master

**This course is designed for**
Bachelor’s and Master’s students who want to experience Dutch culture by trying, tasting and seeing all aspects of it themselves, want to learn more about Dutch history, want to visit several nice cities, and are interested in the Dutch language and cuisine

**You can find more details about this course on our website**

**Course date**
Monday 5 August - Friday 9 August 2019

**Course fee**
€ 450

**Deadline application**
1 June 2019

**Discounts**
- 10% discount for early bird applicants. The early bird deadline is 1 March 2019.
- 15% discount for students and PhD candidates from partner universities.
Please note that these discounts can be combined if you apply before 1 March 2019.

**Apply now!**
What is the RSS experience?

**RSS is more than just a course!**

Radboud Summer School offers you a unique opportunity to meet other students and researchers from all over the world with different cultural and academic backgrounds. You will also get to know Radboud University and the city of Nijmegen. Our social programme includes a welcome reception, guest lecture and farewell drinks. And for a small fee you can join our BBQ, River Cruise on a pancake boat, a Pub Quiz, Sports Activities or a City Game.

**Want to know more?**
Have a look at what participants have said about their experience on our website!

**Contact**
T. +31-248187706  
E: Radboudsummerschool@ru.nl  
F: RadboudSummerSchool  
I: Radboudsummerschool

www.ru.nl/radboudsummerschool